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COOKIE NOTICE 

What are cookies? 

Cookies are small text files that websites may use to make your visit as pleasant 
as possible. The law states that we may place cookies on your device if they are 
strictly necessary for the operation of the site. For all other types of cookies we 
need your permission. We use the following types of cookies on this website: 

Your consent applies to the following domains: www.budejovickybudvar.cz, 
budvar33.budejovickybudvar.cz, opiciejl.budejovickybudvar.cz, 
letajicisladek.budejovickybudvar.cz, budvarkrouzek.budejovickybudvar.cz, 
budvarredix.budejovickybudvar.cz 

Your current state: Allow all.  
Your consent 
ID: edDnV9A/yo0Yf/ZnzspKTfo6nv273ed1fTXGQGvchn/rajTSStEDPw==Consent 
date: Friday, March 24, 2023 at 08:13:18 AM GMT+1 

Change your consent  |  Withdraw your consent 
 
 
Cookie declaration last updated on 17.03.23 by Cookiebot: 

Strictly necessary (13) 

Strictly necessary cookies ensure that the website is usable and allows you, for 
example, to navigate the site and other basic functions. Without these cookies, 
it cannot function properly. 

Name Provider Purpose 

__cf_bm Monotype It is used to differentiate between human and robot visits. 

CONSENT [x2] Google 

YouTube 

It is used to determine whether a visitor has accepted the 

marketing category in the cookie banner. This cookie is 

necessary for the website's GDPR compliance. 

CookieConsent [x6] Cookiebot  Stores the status of the user's consent to save cookies for the 

current domain. 

https://www.budejovickybudvar.cz/en/personal-data-protection
https://www.budejovickybudvar.cz/en/personal-data-protection
https://www.cookiebot.com/
https://www.monotype.com/legal/privacy-policy/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/
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Name Provider Purpose 

CookieConsentBulkSetting-

# 

Cookiebot  Enables consent to cookies on multiple sites. 

p.gif Adobe Inc.  This cookie is installed by Adobe Typekit. It ensures the 

correct behaviour of the website fonts. The cookie does not 

record any data about visits. 

wfont [x2] budvar33.budejovickybudvar.cz 

budvarredix.budejovickybudvar.cz 

Stores information about whether the external font has been 

loaded into the cache. 

Statistics (15) 

Thanks to statistical cookies, we are able to better understand how visitors use 
our site. They collect and share information anonymously. 

Name Provider Purpose 

_ga Google  Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistics 

about how the visitor uses the website. 

_ga_# Google  Google Analytics uses it to collect data on the number of 

times a user has visited a website and the dates of the first 

and last visits. 

_gat Google  It is used by Google Analytics to direct the number of 

actions it sends to the server. 

_gid Google  Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistics 

about how the visitor uses the website. 

_hjAbsoluteSessionInProgress Hotjar  This cookie is used to calculate how many times different 

visitors have visited the site - this is done by assigning a 

visitor ID so that the visitor does not register twice. 

_hjFirstSeen Hotjar  This cookie is used to determine if a visitor has visited the 

site before or if they are a new visitor to the site. 

https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/
https://www.adobe.com/privacy.html
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
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Name Provider Purpose 

_hjIncludedInPageviewSample 

[x4] 

Hotjar 

letajicisladek.budejovickybudvar.cz 

It is used to determine whether visitor navigation and 

interaction is included in site data analysis. 

_hjIncludedInSessionSample_# Hotjar  Collects statistics on the visitor's visits to the website, such 

as the number of visits, average time spent on the website 

and what pages have been read. 

_hjSession_# Hotjar  A cookie that contains the data of the current session. This 

ensures that subsequent requests in the session window will 

be assigned to the same Hotjar session. 

_hjSessionUser_# Hotjar  The Hotjar cookie is set when the user first accesses the 

Hotjar script page. It is used to store the Hotjar user ID. 

_hjTLDTest Hotjar  Registers statistical data about user behaviour on the 

website. It is used for internal analysis by the website 

operator. 

collect Google  It is used to send device and visitor behaviour data to 

Google Analytics. It tracks the visitor across devices and 

marketing channels. 

Marketing (27) 

Marketing cookies track visitors in order to serve them relevant and interesting 
advertising. 

Name Provider Purpose 

_fbp Meta Platforms, Inc.  This type of cookie is set by Facebook to serve ads when users 

are on Facebook or another Facebook-owned platform after 

visiting this page. 

_gcl_au Google  It uses Google AdSense (or Conversion Linker) to experiment 

with ad effectiveness across websites using their services. 

ads/ga-audiences Google  It uses Google Ads to re-engage visitors who are likely to convert 

into customers based on their online behaviour on various sites. 

https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://www.hotjar.com/legal/policies/privacy/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.facebook.com/policy.php/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
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Name Provider Purpose 

anj Appnexus  Registers a unique ID that identifies the returning user's device. 

The ID is used for targeted advertising. 

C Adform Used to check whether the user's browser supports cookies. 

fbssls_# test.kamnabudvar.cz It collects data on how the visitor uses the site's comment system 

and what articles the visitor has read on the site. It is used for 

marketing purposes. 

fr Meta Platforms, Inc.  The cookie is used by Facebook to deliver advertising products 

such as real-time offers from third-party advertisers. 

IDE Google  It is used with Google DoubleClick to register and report the 

actions of web users after viewing or clicking on an 

advertisement from one of the advertisers in order to measure the 

effectiveness of the advertisement and present targeted ads to the 

user. 

pagead/landing [x3] Google  It collects visitor behaviour data from multiple websites to 

present more relevant advertising, while allowing websites to 

limit the number of times the same ad is shown. 

px Appnexus  It logs anonymised user data such as IP address, geographic 

location, websites visited and which ads the user clicked on, in 

order to optimise the display of ads based on the user's 

movements on websites that use the same ad network. 

test_cookie Google  It is used to verify that the user's browser supports cookies. 

uid Adform Registers a unique user ID that recognizes the user's browser 

when visiting websites that use the same ad network. The purpose 

is to optimize the display of ads based on the user's movement 

and the bids of different advertising providers for displaying the 

user's ads. 

https://www.appnexus.com/corporate-privacy-policy
https://site.adform.com/privacy-center/platform-privacy/opt-out/
https://www.facebook.com/policy.php/
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://www.appnexus.com/corporate-privacy-policy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://site.adform.com/privacy-center/platform-privacy/opt-out/
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Name Provider Purpose 

uuid2 Appnexus  Registers a unique ID that identifies the returning user's device. 

The ID is used for targeted advertising. 

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE YouTube It attempts to estimate the bandwidth of a visitor's connection on 

sites with embedded YouTube videos. 

YSC YouTube Registers a unique ID that keeps statistics on what YouTube 

videos a visitor has seen. 

yt.innertube::nextId YouTube Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from 

YouTube the user has seen. 

yt.innertube::requests YouTube Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos from 

YouTube the user has seen. 

ytidb::LAST_RESULT_ENTRY_KEY YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-cast-available YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-cast-installed YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-connected-devices YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-device-id YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

https://www.appnexus.com/corporate-privacy-policy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
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Name Provider Purpose 

yt-remote-fast-check-period YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-session-app YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

yt-remote-session-name YouTube Saves the visitor's video player preferences using the embedded 

YouTube video app. 

Unclassified (1) 

We have a process of classifying these cookies together with the providers of 
the individual cookies. 

Name Provider Purpose 

5fdc7bb6fbc92641c7c0fa06#pages assets-global.website-files.com Pending 

 

https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy
https://policies.google.com/privacy

